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Teaching Objectives
1. Understand technology behind radiofrequency identification (RFID)
markers

2. Illustrate the pros/cons of using RFID markers for preoperative
localization
3. Demonstrate optimal technique for ultrasound (US) and stereotactic
marker placement
4. Learn tips and suggestions for troubleshooting challenging cases

Radiofrequency Identification (RFID) Marker

1.4 x 8.0 mm

RFID marker as it appears
on mammogram

Each marker has a unique radiofrequency
signature that emits a unique signal. Precise
coordinates are transmitted from the marker.

• 15-gauge introducer allows precise
placement of marker
• Can be placed under ultrasound or
stereotactic guidance
• Safe to remain in patient permanently
should surgery become unnecessary
• Deployment device comes in different
lengths

Detection of RFID Marker
• Pencil size surgical
detection probe used in OR
• RFID marker sends location
in all three planes
• A pad is placed under the
patient in OR that generates
electromagnetic waves for
improved signal detection
https://elucentmedical.com/our-products/

Benefits of RFID Marker Placement
PROS

CONS

• RFID Marker(s) can be placed on
a separate day from surgery day
• Patient does not need to be NPO
• Each RFID marker has unique
frequency signature
• Pencil size surgical probe
• Less breast tissue removed due
to more accurate localization
• Provides accurate surgical
margins

• Pencil size probe is one time use
only = $$
• Not FDA approved for localizing
axillary lymph nodes

Procedure Planning for RFID Marker Placement
Imaging & Pathology
Review
•
•

•

Review pathology and post biopsy
mammogram
Review the type of biopsy maker
placed and any marker migration

Beware of larger marker that contain a
jelly coating
o Rupture of the coating
during RFID marker placement
can cause migration of the
RFID Marker

•

Review any interval Neo-adjuvant
Chemotherapy
o Important for when placing RFID
marker in treated nodes that
contain larger biopsy markers

•

Discuss any challenges with breast
surgeon

Consent
• Include all standard
risks of a percutaneous
biopsy
o Bleeding
o Bruising
o infection

• Discuss migration of the
RFID marker and
alternative localization
with needle wire

• Review that the RFID
marker is safe to be in
the breast indefinitely

Biopsy Tray
• Chloraprep

• Lidocaine 1%:
• Numb the skin; short
needle 25g

• Lidocaine 1% with Epi:
• Numb the deeper tissues;
long needle 22g

• Scalpel:
• To make a small skin
incision

• Gauze

Tomosynthesis Technique for RFID Marker Placement

Place breast in
compression

Center Imaging
window over target

Localize the target on
the imaging unit

Cleanse and administer
lidocaine. Place the
applicator to target

Confirm position and
deploy the RFID marker

Tomosynthesis Technique for RFID Marker Placement
Identifying the Introducer Tip

When targeting the
abnormality for localization,
select a point adjacent to
the biopsy marker.
This will prevent
displacement of the RFID
marker secondary to
interferences with the biopsy
maker.

At this slice, the shaft of
the introducer is seen as
demonstrated by the "bunny
ears" which is proximal to the
tip.

At this slice, the open bore
is seen of the introducer but
still proximal to the tip.

Introducer tip at the marker.
Always identify the pointed
tip which is best seen at 6:00.

TEACHING POINT
Key to accurate placement of the RFID marker is correctly identifying the
introducer tip on the tomosynthesis images. The tip is best seen at the 6:00
position.

Tomosynthesis Technique for RFID Marker Placement
Identifying the Depth of the Introducer Tip
The introducer tip is
too deep to the
target! When the
tip is identified, the
biopsy marker is
blurry and the slice
location is closer to
the feet.

The
introducer tip is
at the target! The
tip is identified,
and the biopsy
marker is clear.

The introducer tip
is proximal to the
target!
When the tip is
identified, the
biopsy marker is
blurry, and the
slice location is
closer to the
head.

Bracketed Tomosynthesis Localization of a Mass

Mass is centered within the
localizing window. Two applicators
can be placed simultaneously,
anteriorly (green star) and
posteriorly (blue star)

Right ML demonstrates the
RFID markers (blue and green
circles) appropriately
positioned anterior & posterior
to the mass

Right CC demonstrates both
RFID markers (blue and green
circles) at appropriate depth.

Specimen radiograph demonstrates
the mass, biopsy marker (orange
arrow), and RFID Marker. Important for
radiologist to identify and report the
RFID markers (blue and green circles)
separately.

Ultrasound Technique for RFID Marker Placement
•
•
•
•

Always anchor hand for stability
Look out for arteries using color Doppler flow
Consider making a skin nick to ease insertion
Visualize introducer needle trajectory on US
screen
• Ensure needle tip is within the target (mass,
lymph node, or residual clip)
• Keep mild pressure during deployment of RFID
• US benefits:
• Direct visualization of RFID marker deployment
• Lower rate of RFID marker migration
• No radiation exposure

Deployment needle placed
in the center of the mass

RFID Marker

Post RFID Marker Placement Imaging
Successful purple RFID Marker localization of right
breast mass at 8:00, adjacent to the Q biopsy marker.

Operating room specimen
radiograph should be evaluated for:
✓ RFID marker
✓ Intended target: biopsy marker, mass, or
calcifications
✓ Margins

CC

ML

• Standard view CC and ML mammogram

• Label with type of RFID marker color
• Include any measurement of RFID
marker migration

Common Challenges to RFID Marker Placement
RFID marker migration
a. Accordion effect
b. Migration along the biopsy track

Post biopsy changes
a. Effects of a hematoma

CASE 1

RFID marker artifact on
MRI
CASE 2

Segmental calcifications
requiring localization

CASE 5

CASE 6

a. Use RFID Marker for
bracketed localization.

Artifact from biopsy marker
a. Tip of introducer obscured
on tomosynthesis images

Post neoadjuvant chemotherapy
a. Change in marker site after
neoadjuvant chemotherapy

CASE 3

CASE 4

Click on the case
number to go directly
to that case!

CASE #1:
RFID Marker Migration
Click here to go back →

Case 1: RFID Marker Migration
51-year-old female recalled from screening mammogram to
evaluate a group of calcifications in the left breast.
Supplemental imaging demonstrated punctate and amorphous
calcifications in the upper left breast at middle depth spanning 8
mm as seen on the LMML view below.

Tomosynthesis-guided stereotactic biopsy was
performed. Tissue specimen radiograph
demonstrated calcifications within the tissue. A
Trimark cork titanium marker was placed to mark
the biopsy site.

Pathology results showed
• Focal atypical ductal
hyperplasia (ADH).
• Fibrocystic changes
associated with
microcalcifications.

Surgical excision was
recommended due to
presence of ATYPICAL
DUCTAL HYPERPLASIA.

RFID marker localization was
requested by the surgeon.

Case 1: RFID Marker Migration
CC View

ML View
Surgical excision specimen
showing RFID marker with
surrounding breast tissue.
Subsequent pathology analysis
demonstrated focal atypical
ductal hyperplasia with negative
margins.

A

B
TEACHING POINT
Initial RFID marker A migrated approximately 1.6
cm laterally. A second RFID marker B was placed
to mark the site of previously biopsied atypical
ductal hyperplasia.

Two ways to prevent RFID marker migration:
1. The approach for introducer placement should be the opposite to
the approach of the biopsy
Example: If the biopsy was done from a lateral approach, place the
RFID marker from a superior approach
2. A slow-release from compression decreases the accordion effect

CASE #2:
Modality selection for RFID
marker placement in the
presence of a post-biopsy
hematoma
Click here to go back →

Case 2: Modality selection for RFID marker placement in the presence of
a post-biopsy hematoma

• Patient had undergone two stereotactic biopsies of the left breast at an outside hospital
demonstrating DCIS. MRI showed an area of post-biopsy change and enhancement
indicating residual disease at the site of known DCIS.
• The focus of T1/T2 hyperintensity represents a hematoma (arrow) related to the biopsy.

TEACHING POINT
In the presence of a hematoma, ultrasound is a better tool than tomosynthesis
for RFID Marker placement. Ultrasound allows real time visualization of the
hematoma which should be avoided during RFID marker placement.

Case 2: Modality selection for RFID marker placement in the presence of
a post-biopsy hematoma

A

B

Ultrasound image A shows the RFID marker adjacent to a punctate
calcification. Ultrasound image B shows the biopsy marker within the
hematoma and the RFID marker placed adjacent to the hematoma.

Mammogram with
arrows indicating the
hematoma and biopsy
marker at the sites of
known DCIS.

TEACHING POINT
Care must be taken when placing a RFID marker adjacent to a hematoma to prevent
the marker from becoming a bobber in the hematoma lake. The goal is to place it in
the adjacent intact tissue so that the RFID marker is anchored and remains in the
intended position.

Mammogram post RFID
placement. RFID marker
A adjacent to
calcifications. RFID
marker B Adjacent to
hematoma containing
the biopsy marker.

CASE #3:
“ I can’t see the tip of
the RFID marker
introducer”
Click here to go back →

Case 3: “ I can’t see the tip of the RFID marker introducer”

Surgeon requested RFID marker
localization prior to excision.

Magnification CC view demonstrates
grouped fine pleomorphic calcifications in
the upper outer left breast at mid depth.

Stereotactic biopsy was performed,
and pathology analysis showed
atypical ductal hyperplasia with
associated microcalcifications.

Post-biopsy mammogram shows
Trimark hourglass titanium marker
located at the site of the biopsy.

Case 3: “ I can’t see the tip of the RFID marker introducer”

Artifact from biopsy marker obscures the
introducer tip during tomosynthesis
guided placement.
•

Decision was made to utilize stereotactic pair
images to better visualize
the RFID marker introducer tip during
deployment.

Stereotactic pair with clear tip visualization allowing
optimal positioning of the RFID marker at the site of the
biopsy marker.

Case 3: Utilizing stereotactic pair when biopsy marker artifact prevents
visualization of the RFID marker introducer tip on tomosynthesis images
Surgical specimen with subsequent
pathology analysis demonstrating
focal atypical ductal hyperplasia
(ADH) and flat epithelial atypia
(FEA).

Post-procedure CC and ML view mammograms show
successful placement of the RFID marker adjacent to the
biopsy marker.

TEACHING POINT
Never commit to a single imaging guidance
technique without having a backup plan. This case
illustrates the importance of being comfortable with
multiple modalities including Ultrasound,
Tomosynthesis and Stereotactic image guidance.

CASE #4:
The lymph node has SHRUNK!
Placing RFID marker after
neoadjuvant chemotherapy
Click here to go back →

Case 4: The lymph node has shrunk! Placing
RFID marker after neoadjuvant chemotherapy
Ultrasound guided biopsy
demonstrated invasive ductal
carcinoma with node
involvement.
The patient underwent
neoadjuvant chemotherapy.

56-year-old female presents with
a palpable right mass and enlarged
axillary node.

Case 4: The lymph node has shrunk! Placing
RFID marker after neoadjuvant chemotherapy
To successfully place the RFID marker
and not interfere with the biopsy
marker, the RFID marker was placed
inferior to the biopsy marker using
ultrasound guidance.

OR Specimen radiograph
demonstrates removal of
the node, biopsy marker
and RFID marker.

After undergoing neoadjuvant
chemotherapy, the lymph node has
decreased in size on ultrasound.
The biopsy marker now occupies
the entire node on ultrasound.

TEACHING POINT
Pre-procedure planning should include post neo-adjuvant chemotherapy
mammogram and ultrasound. This allows the radiologist an opportunity to
identify shrunken nodes and biopsy markers. If nodes are unable to be
identified via ultrasound, alternative methods of localization should be
considered, such as under CT guidance.

CASE #5:
Optimal Timing for RFID
Marker Placement
Click here to go back →

Case 5: Optimal Timing for RFID Marker Placement
Pink RFID marker
adjacent to ribbonshaped biopsy
marker on post
biopsy mammogram.

CC

Ultrasound demonstrated
a 1.3 cm hypoechoic mass
with irregular margins.

ML
Focal asymmetry
on spot
compression CC
and ML views.

A RFID marker was placed
at time of ultrasound
guided biopsy

Pathology
demonstrated Malignant
Papillary Neoplasm.

After placement of the RFID marker, a
staging MRI was requested. However, due to
ARTIFACT from the RFID marker, the index
malignancy and surrounding tissue was
obscured.

TEACHING POINT
The RFID marker metal composition will result in artifact and obscure
pathology on MRI. Plan any MRI imaging prior to placing the
RFID marker.

CASE #6:
Utilizing RFID Marker for
Triangular Bracketed
Localization
Click here to go back →

Case 6: Utilizing RFID Marker for Triangular Bracketed Localization
42-year-old female with a
history of a left breast biopsy
presents for screening
mammogram that
demonstrated suspicious
calcifications.

CC

ML

Supplemental imaging shows punctate calcifications spanning 3 cm in the
lower inner left breast at middle depth. The previous biopsy marker is 1.2 cm
anterior to the calcifications.

Case 6: Utilizing RFID Marker for Triangular Bracketed Localization

Pathology demonstrated focal flat
epithelial atypia (FEA) arising in a
background of columnar cell
hyperplasia and atypical lobular
hyperplasia (ALH).

Stereotactic biopsy
of the punctate
calcifications was
performed.

Breast MRI was recommended for
further evaluation given the
calcifications spanning 3 cm.

Breast MRI was performed which showed nonlinear non-mass enhancement lateral to the cork
biopsy marker at the site of biopsy-proven atypia
in the lower inner left breast favored to represent
atypia correlating to the extent of calcifications
seen on mammography.
Surgical excision of the biopsy-proven
atypia in the left breast was
recommended utilizing
mammographic RFID marker
localization

Case 6: Utilizing RFID Marker for Triangular Bracketed Localization

ML

CC

The radiology report indicates the location of each RFID marker with
relation to calcifications to guide the surgeon’s excision planning:
• Purple RFID marker is located superomedial
• Green RFID marker is located anterior
• Pink RFID marker is located inferolateral

The surgeon was able to
successfully remove the
calcifications using the RFID
makers for guidance.

Tomosynthesis guided placement of
three RFID markers at the margins of the
calcifications was performed with postprocedure mammograms confirming
placement.

TEACHING POINT
RFID markers offer a patient friendly alternative to wire bracket
localization. As opposed to wire localization, RFID markers can
be placed in advance of the surgery allowing greater flexibility
and convenience for both the patient and the surgeon.

Conclusion
• Breast RFID markers have various frequencies to aid in surgical
excision allowing accurate localization of multiple targets in the
same breast.
• Breast RFID markers are a patient and surgeon friendly alternative
to other wireless localization devices.
• The radiologist must be aware of the challenges during placement
of RFID marker to avoid migration and misplacement during and
after deployment.
Click here to go back →
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